Dear friends...

Often times we are asked as professionals working with children who have exceptionalities, what our most memorable moment is in their growth. Or to share a great story that encompasses the progress a child has made. While these stories share beautiful insights into the life of individuals living with exceptionalities, it leaves out the details of the remarkable work of the professionals who help to get these sweet stories of children told. While sharing stories is important, shining a light on the remarkable work of our professionals and the dedication of our therapists is also important.

What does that look like?

When I think of the daily dedication our therapists demonstrate I think about the times where I see them working 1:1 with children using their “bottomless bag of tricks.” When you come to Ready Set Connect, you’ll see staff working with kids, presenting new and novel toys in an effort to use them as motivators during sessions. (Don’t be alarmed if there is a beloved giant stuffed giraffe on the move.)

The thing about Ready Set Connect’s Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) therapists is that they will go to great lengths to help their client achieve success. They will carry around the giraffe when transitions are hard. Sometimes you’ll see jumping, bear walking, or skipping from recess to the classroom. Maybe you’ll hear songs while the imaginations of our therapists and children colliding as they blow bubbles “under the sea.”

They are constantly using their endless creativity during play, transitions, and adult directives to maintain engagement. They take pride in their work as they keep that neverending “bag of tricks” close in mind to promote success for every child.

The ABA therapists at Ready Set Connect share in as much of the success of our children as the children themselves (and their families!). We are engaging engaging in the milestones of development: be it the joy shown when a therapist successfully receives eye contact from a child in learning to respond to their name, or when the child successfully, independently asks to play with a peer, on a daily basis. Our therapists are one of the many important working parts in what makes Ready Set Connect--and Crotched Mountain--such a wonderful place to be.

And I am grateful to the donors that have given generously to support the work that we do and the children we serve. Thank you.

Laura Kazmierczak M.Ed., RBT
Case Manager, Ready Set Connect

Ready Set Connect is Crotched Mountain’s innovative--and fast-growing!--program that provides Applied Behavior Analysis Therapy to young children with autism in a fun, supportive group setting. Ready Set Connect serves over 100 children a year centers throughout New Hampshire.

Learn more at readysetconnect.org.
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Crotched Mountain Foundation endeavors to recognize all donors accurately. If you find an error or omission, please call (603) 547-1485 with any changes so we can immediately correct our records.

On the cover: Dan Blais, Crotched Mountain School alum and current participant in Crotched Mountain adult services, has a blast at Hampton Beach during a summer field trip.